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TL, DR/Marketing Brief
The company was launched by founders, Jaye Foo and David Ebenezer Toh  in February 2022
to meet an increasing interest and demand for metaverse/virtual real estate. It provides a full
suite of services to buy, sell, trade, source, consign and finance virtual real estate. Classes and
workshops on NFTs and virtual real estate will also be offered in the metaverse.

At launch, it has 35 AAA premium land parcels, 21 in Decentraland, 14 in The Sandbox, over
S$750 000 in real estate value. A virtual real estate development team has also produced 7
build environments for cost effective, plug and play deployments.

These 7 builds are found in Decentraland in a 16 parcel area near Genesis Plaza, known as
The Hub:

1. The Hall - a conference hall on a 1x1
2. The Building - a corporate HQ on a 1x1
3. The Stage - a performance stage on a 1x1
4. The Gallery - a gallery for display of digital art and music on a 1x 1
5. The Clubhouse - a clubhouse on a 2x1
6. The Owner’s Council - a pyramid shape structure with private lounge access on a  1x1
7. The Village - a large scale community centre and multi purpose space  on a 3x3

The vision is to build over 100 land parcels across metaverses for entertainment, community,
corporate events, brand activations, play-to-earn games, virtual company HQs. We believe in
'live meets virtual', where physical spaces can be synergised in parallel with these virtual spaces
in the metaverse.

Prices for a cost effective, plug and play solution from as low as S$300 for a day. Contact us for
your next metaverse event. (S$150 for land rental, S$150 for basic build with no customisation).
Customisation, event management, live streaming  production costs charged separately)

Anyone that joins our Discord channel is automatically a member of THEMETTAVERSE Club,
joining The Village as a Villager. Active members and eventual holders of the NFT will become
Club members, with access to Clubhouse activities. The Owner’s Club will be for active Club
members with 25 or more NFTs and/or owners of virtual real estate with THEMETTAVERSE.

The Owners’ Club gives the holder access to VIP access to a shophouse and restaurant by
Parlour in Singapore as well as networking and business opportunities.
Those who wish to work with us to broker deals and to bring events can join an affiliate program,
known as METTABROKER. This pays out up to 10% of referral fees for all successful
transactions.



Introduction
THEMETTAVERSE is a full suite virtual real estate company, built as a club to service like
minded individuals within the NFT community. It is based in Singapore. The Company owns and
manages virtual real estate in the Metaverse, across popular virtual worlds such as
Decentraland, The Sandbox and more.

Metta refers to universal love and the team hopes to share its love for virtual real estate
universally, starting from its home base in Singapore.

Concept
There has been a surge in interest in virtual real estate since October 2021 when Facebook
announced their entry into the metaverse, leading to a skyrocket of prices in established 'OG'
metaverses, Decentraland and The Sandbox. Major brands and corporations have poured
millions of dollars to secure their piece of virtual real estate.

Marketing campaigns, music and lifestyle events as well as corporate and MICE events have
also proliferated this metaverse space.

The company, THEMETTAVERSE seeks to adopt a 2 prong approach - 1. To promote mass
adoption and an easy and cost effective entry point for individuals and organisations to enter the
metaverse and 2. To enable easy ownership of land parcels in the metaverse and to unlock the
value of these land parcels for land owners through leasing, development or realised capital
appreciation through sales.

Conceptually, The Mettaverse also seeks to translate physical, in real life (IRL) experiences in
the virtual world, embracing a 'live meets virtual' parallel universe approach.

Organisation
The organisation is held as a registered Limited Liability Partnership (LLP) in Singapore,
themettaverse LLP. This LLP is jointly owned by DAVID EBENEZER TOH ERN TIEN (069Z),
known as “”David”” and FOO JIAN CHUAN (467H), known as “Jaye”, collectively known as the
“Partners” and individually, the “Partner”.

Mission
THEMETTAVERSE  seeks to become the premier metaverse real estate company in Singapore,
making it easy and cost effective for anyone to have access to these spaces through turnkey
solutions.

Vision
THEMETTAVERSE envisions itself owning and/or managing over 100 metaverse properties and
to eventually become a Real Estate Investment Trust (REIT) in the Metaverse

Value Proposition
THEMETTAVERSE will seek to create, build and sustain value across these areas:



1. Value investing in premium land parcels across metaverses, buying close to floor price
for well location parcels and estates

2. Leasing of land parcels to interested parties based on location and duration
3. Management of clients land parcels with a commission of 10% of revenue for all parcels

sold and 20% for all parcels leased, subject to further negotiation on multiple parcels or
estates. These are going into a “Marketing Fund”.

4. To have a real estate development unit to develop custom builds and scenes for clients
5. To have a wearables and art NFT development unit to augment events held on managed

land parcels
6. To have a events management and curation unit that can link physical spaces to virtual

spaces in the metaverse
7. To have a events production unit that can link physical spaces to virtual spaces in the

metaverse
8. Creation of a Singapore based community through Twitter and Discord of people

interested in virtual real estate
9. Developing strong partnerships with brands and individuals to network and build the

ecosystem together
10. To curate and organise regular events such as talks, workshops, performances  to

promote virtual events in the Metaverse

Slogan and theme
The slogan for THEMETTAVERSE will be WAGMI, which is crypto slang for We All Gonna Make
It.

This symbolises hope, optimism and a belief that it will all work out in the end.

The theme will be that anyone can be a part of THEMETTAVERSE as long as we believe in it.

Revenue Targets
1. S$500 000  in FY2022 (FY ending 31st December 2022)
2. S$1.25 million in FY2023 (FY ending 31st December 2023)
3. S$2.5 million in FY2024 (FY ending 31st December 2024)
4. S$5 million in FY2025 (FY ending 31st December 2025)

Profit margins for transactions will depend on type of transactions but should be at least 10%
nett margin

Revenue Drivers
1. Land flipping (client and own) - 30% of revenue
2. Leasing of developed land (client and own) - 25% of revenue
3. Development of land (custom builds) - 15% of revenue
4. Build to suit - management of long term leasing for corporate HQs - 10% of revenue
5. Selling of wearable and art NFTs - 10% of revenue
6. Events management - 5% of revenue (to be done through a management partner)



7. Events production - 5% of revenue (to be done through a production partner)

Portfolio Value and Allocation
THEMETTAVERSE looks to hold an active portfolio of S$1 million by end 2022, S$2.5 million by
end 2023, S$5 million by end 2024, S$10 million by end 2025, with all assets to be marked to
market value.

With tokenisation in Phase 2, the total value of tokens should push the value of The Mettaverse
to at least S$3,2 million in market capitalisation if 8000 tokens are sold at 0.1 ETH each (ETH at
S$4000)

Financing
In Phase 1, all virtual real estate owned by THEMETTAVERSE will be funded by Jaye and
David equally. A total of S$500 000 will be raised to fund acquisitions during this phase.

In Phase 2, a public mint will be sought to fund further expansion. A total of S$3.2 million to be
raised during this phase.

Defi options, where current assets are staked and leveraged for future purchases will also be
considered on a case by case basis.

Security
Crypto security is key and on top of cold hardware wallets used to secure the assets, all of
THEMETTAVERSE's assets are held in a Gnosis Safe, which can only be unlocked by both
Founders' Keys.

Marketing
THEMETTAVERSE wishes to market itself as the premier virtual estate company through a
strong community support base in Singapore and eventually the region as well as through brand
partnerships and collaborations.

It sees itself as targeting an Internet savvy customer who is at this early stage of the metaverse,
curious about what it is all about and how they can 'get in on the action'.

It also wishes to target current cryptocurrency and NFT owners who are unsure about this virtual
real estate space, the best locations to invest in, how much to pay and how to strategically
market their property.

By being an aggregator, The Mettaverse seeks to create a common platform for all Singaporean
virtual real estate enthusiasts to trade their real estate.

All activity will be concentrated at a 16 parcel land known as The Hub at the heart of
Decentraland.



Social media, contacts
The primary mode of marketing communication will be Discord, followed by Twitter, then
Instagram and Facebook.

The website will be themettaverse.com and wallet address will be themettaverse.eth

Emails and whatsapp contact numbers will also be made available.

PR
Regular press releases, including the launch event, will be sent to syndicated news channels
and contacts.

Customer segments
Customers will be segmented broadly into 2 groups,

1. Users - people who organise and attend metaverse events, create their own NFTs to
resell etc.

2. Investors - land owners who wish to trade their land

Use Cases
The land can be used for music, lifestyle, corporate or MICE events, marketing campaigns, mini
games, art galleries, exhibitions.

Pricing
Sales - sales pricing will be based on current market price, which is usually Floor Price (FP) on
NFT marketplace plus a premium depending on location and other attributes.

Leasing - the land will be leased based on a formulae of 2% of current market price per month.
This roughly works out for to:

1-3 days - S$150 per Land
4-7 days - S$250 per Land
Up to 14 days - S$350 per Land
Up to 30 days - S$500 per Land
Beyond 30 days - case by case basis

The above pricing is indicative, based on current market prices in February 2022.

The build and development, POAP token development, live streaming, hybrid event etc. can be
worked out on a case by case basis.



Membership
All verified members on Discord will be considered as Villagers  of THEMETTAVERSE. A host of
benefits, including special rates for usage of physical venues, F&B discounts will be attributed.

An Owners Club will also be created for land owners in THEMETTAVERSE, with opportunities
for business networking, special VIP invites to events, early access and white lists to mints etc.

Members will be segmented into 3 main groups:

1. The Village - everyone can come into The Village in Decentraland and The Village chat
in discord to hang out. Anybody who is registered in our discord is automatically a
Mettaverse Villager

2. The Clubhouse - early supporters of THEMETTAVERSE as well as any NFT holders
from phase 2 can be admitted as a Club member. Different member tiers can be worked
on at a later date as more members join. Phase 1 Clubhouse members who have
supported us from the beginning will be allocated OG status

3. The Owner’s Council - Whale status NFT holders (25 or more) as well as land owners
who have metaverse property status will be invited to this exclusive circle and have
voting rights on the future development of THEMETTAVERSE

Land and Asset Owners
Land and Asset owners in Decentraland and The Sandbox are welcomed to let
THEMETTAVERSE manage and market their virtual real estate and its assets. They do not pay
anything, with gas fees for transactions taken care of by the company and only pay a
commission when a deal takes place.

They can also choose to sell their land  and assets to The Mettaverse or stake for liquidity.
Trades can also be worked out.

A 20% commission will be taken on all successful rentals and 10% for all successful sales .

All ownership rights of the lands deposited by land owners, including those of the partners of the
company still belong to the land owners and they have unrestricted access and rights to their
lands. Upon request, all land is to be returned to their owner from the LLP within 1 business day.

METTABROKER - Brokers/Sales Associates
The company will offer up to 10% of nett proceeds for all rental deals brokered through a third
party through its METTABROKER program.

For sales brokerage, the company will offer up to 5% of nett proceeds for all sales deals
brokered through a third party.

Passive Income



After the mint in Phase 2, holders of each The Mettaverse token will be entitled to 0.01% of the
marketing budget, to be paid monthly to their connected wallet.

Events
THEMETTAVERSE  seeks to curate events and work with content creators on developing The
Clubhouse, which is open to all members.

Education
Education is key in fostering a sustainable industry and at The Mettaverse, the company will
provide training and workshops on virtual real estate, building of assets and scenes and the
crypto economy and web3.0 in general.

Innovation Labs
The company is  open to work with partners and collaborators who have fresh ideas and can
co-fund or stake in projects we feel have mileage and meaning.

Partnerships and Collaborations
A key driver in marketing is through partnerships and collaborations. The first collaborations will
be with the companies associated with the 2 managing partners, Parlour and The Ebenex
Group.

More partnership announcements will be announced in the months to come.

CSR and Community
At The Mettaverse, we believe in connecting people, building and growing the community
together and working towards win-win outcomes.

We believe in doing our part to support the community and will be organising charity fund raisers
as well as pledges for specific causes from time to time.

Roadmap and Timeline
31/1/22: Finalise white paper
6/2/22: Launch social media and website, coming soon
8/2/22: Launch date - register themettaverse LLP, bank accounts, transfer in assets, launch
socials
10/2/22: Build The Clubhouse on a 2x2 in Decentraland
15/2/22: Launch event at a physical venue, concurrently in The Clubhouse
End February: marketing and community building, ongoing property acquisition

March 22: reach 50 land milestone
April 22: activate Phase 2, tokenisation, pre sale
May 22: Public sale
June 22: launch of DAO



Addendum:

The Founders - Jaye and David

JAYE FOO
@jayefoo.eth

Jaye is the Managing Partner of virtual real estate agency, THEMETTAVERSE. He is also the
Founder of Parlour Global, a collective consisting of 8 creative venues and The Creative
Director of X10 Media Group with offices across Asia.

Jaye believes in empowering creatives and developing a more connected world. He has worked
in the music, fashion and the entertainment industry for the last 15 years across Singapore,
Japan, Korea, US and the UK having founded several creative and lifestyle businesses as well
as becoming a viral music artist.

He has served as CEO, Community & Marketing Manager and Advisor for Layer 1s, Defi and
NFT projects. He has also studied at the Institute of Blockchain, Blockchain Council, under
Metakovan and is currently completing his MBA in Blockchain.



DAVID EBENEZER TOH
@davidetoh.eth

David is the Managing Partner of THEMETTAVERSE LLP. He is also the CEO of The Ebenex
Group, which manages 5 venues in Singapore across 3 companies and counting.

David believes strongly in using events to bring people together, having been involved in event
productions on a national level at NDP, F1, Music Matter Live Festival for over 10 years as well
as over 300+ virtual and hybrid events over the past 2 years. He sees the Metaverse as a
launchpad for the next chapter of virtual events.

David has close to 2 years of experience in the cryptocurrency, NFT and virtual real estate
space and is heavily involved in 2 NFT projects, Geisha Tea House with over 30000+ members,
with AMAs with the likes of Kevin O Leary and Council of Kingz which owns 50+ land parcels
across metaverses and counts real estate professionals globally among its Council.



FAQ

Why invest in the Metaverse?
With a wider adoption of cryptocurrency and NFTs among the general public, a growing
segment are looking at virtual real estate in popular Metaverses such as Decentraland and The
Sandbox as alternative asset investment classes.

An article on CNBC extrapolates the market for Metaverse real estate to double from US$500
million in 2021 to US$1 billion in 2022.



Investments such as Soros Capital and Winklevoss Brothers have invested with Softbank into
The Sandbox and there is a growing number of brand partnerships with mainstream brands
such as Adidas and Warner Music.

How big is this Metaverse?
There are currently 4 leading Metaverses as of Q1 2022. They are Cryptovoxels, Decentraland,
The Sandbox and Somnium Space on the Ethereum network. On Solana, Portals seems to be
taking the lead in that space and Pavia is the forerunner on the Cardano network.

Looking at Opensea, the largest NFT marketplace, there are at least 10 other Metaverses,
including some with high potential such as Netvrk.

One of the largest Metaverses, Decentraland, has 1.5 million active users.

What is our investment strategy?
For our investment strategy, we believe in the long term potential of a metaverse project based
on the active community, the active trading volume and the pricing trends of each real estate.
Having a strong and stable floor price is key, as we wish to maintain liquidity and to spot
opportunities to buy and sell lands easily. Further, we wish to emulate the success of one of the
hottest metaverse real estate NFTs currently, Council of Kingz. This is the fund allocation:



Why not Cryptovoxels?
We believe in eventually owning metaverse real estate in 8-10 spaces and will be looking at
Cryptovoxels and Sommium Space in the months to come.

Our key focus and at least 80% of our fund allocation will be in the 2 largest Metaverses,
Decentraland and The Sandbox.

What does partner and associate company, Ebenex bring to the table? Experience wise?
Contacts?

The Ebenex Group, consisting of EBX, ETG and Show Production, is one of the fastest growing
events solutions company in Singapore and are key industry partners with *SCAPE, managing 5
physical venues for them in the heart of Orchard Road.

They have been established since 2005 and have very strong networks and partnerships across
corporate, community and lifestyle events across 5 verticals: EBX Shop, EBX Productions, EBX
Space, EBX Academy and EBX Live! Media production.



With over 3000+ successful physical event productions and 300+ virtual events including STB
Pilot, APACMed Conference and *SCAPE Music Day Out, moving into the metaverse space for
events was naturally the next step as an added dimension to the virtual events it currently
produces.

The Group believes in cost effective, plug and play solutions and its production capabilities,
track record and strong private and public networks will help propel THEMETTAVERSE LLP’s
strong value proposition as a metaverse

CEO, David is also a community leader, involved in PA grassroots, NDP committee, Clan
committee, Secretary of SGMUSO and advisor to a few organisations. With his firm belief in
metaverse real estate and using THEMETTAVERSE LLP’s real estate holdings, his vision is to
make having virtual events in the metaverse a norm.

He was also the producer for 1 of Singapore’s first metaverse music videos and DJ party in
Decentraland.

David also has prior experience as a real estate agent.

Are there many Singaporeans in the metaverse real estate game? Any competitors?
What's the USP?

NFT adoption among Singaporeans is currently at 6.8% as of December 2021 with a total of
11% of Singaporean Internet users saying they plan to own NFTs in the future.

Each metaverse real estate is in essence, a NFT with a different utility and value proposition
compared to music and art NFTs.

This is definitely a space to watch, as THEMETTAVERSE LLP seeks to propagate a “live meets
virtual ''experience, with parallel activations for live and virtual events.

Managing partner, David envisions a 3 layer approach to these event activations:

1. Layer 1: Physical events
2. Layer 2: 2D virtual events, streamed to CDNs such as Youtube and Facebook
3. Layer 3: 3D virtual events in a real time, persistent virtual world such as Decentraland

Beyond events, other use cases can be virtual corporate HQs, brand activations or for
play-to-earn games.

Right now, the metaverse real estate industry in Singapore is at its infancy and the partners
believe its growth will run parallel with the adoption rates of NFTs in Singapore.



As the pioneer in this space, there are no known competitors as of February 2021 but we expect
the market to heat up fast.

Early mover advantage is key, as the entry prices would determine future profits. Also, the LLP
has managed to seize the opportunity to acquire parcels in AAA premium locations in
Decentraland and The Sandbox.

The partners’ experience and expertise in this space will also be an advantage, having
collectively concluded over 20 successful metaverse real estate deals and are very familiar with
the locations in these spaces.

Jaye’s network with Parlour and David’s network with Ebenex will also be beneficial in providing
credibility and lending influence to increase adoption in metaverse real estate.

The current land holdings is valued at over S$700 000 and that will translate into economies of
scale when the largest parcel is 16 lands in Decentraland which affords clients the luxury of
doing large scale metaverse events such as festivals. This in itself is a barrier of entry to most
and one of the LLP's competitive advantages.

https://www.augustman.com/sg/amselect/hit-list/nft-ownership-where-does-singapore-rank-in-th
e-global-marketplace/

Why can't someone just buy their own parcels and manage it themselves? Why come to
Metaverse?

Property brokerage through THEMETTAVERSE LLP is one of our key drivers. We believe in
offering value to our clients when it comes to their purchases and by buying land parcels
through us, this gives them VIP access to an Owner’s Club, where like minded people with
substantial resources can provide each other with deals, opportunities and liquidity in the trading
of these metaverse real estate.

We also look at the metaverse beyond ourselves. If others believe in metaverse real estate and
wish to buy their own parcels and manage it themselves, we’d strongly encourage them to do so
too, even if they choose not to do it with us as this only strengthens the entire ecosystem.

Not everyone will believe or have the financial means to enter the metaverse as a land owner
but it is free for users to join and we believe in creating positive, shared experiences for as
many people as possible.

When will this go live?

The entire METTAVERSE LLP team is working hard to launch this by 8th February to key
stakeholders with a nationwide roll out by end February, based on our road map.



Any other partners at the beginning?

The team is in talks with many partners, with of course, having Parlour and Ebenex as the
anchor partners through Jaye and David, which opens up their respective networks to this
metaverse real estate space.

There are no official partnerships signed as of 8th February 2022 as our focus is the marketing
roll out and asset building and we will be announcing more partnerships in the months to come.

"Second Life" was the original metaverse and it never gotten to worldwide success, why
will metaverses now make it?

With the advent of Web 3.0, with the decentralisation of the Internet and the increase in
verifiable and trackable virtual identities and ownerships, eventually across blockchains and
metaverses, the landscape in 2022 is vastly different compared to when Second Life was first
launched.

The amount of resources, be it financial or through talent being poured into this space will also
drive innovation, leading to better audience experiences, which is key to retain people in the
space.

Play-to-earn, with tokenomics and a proper system of payouts would also entice people to move
into the metaverse.

Technology and Internet speeds have also improved vastly over the past 10 years. 5G and
mobile as well as more immersive experiences through VR will drive this space forward in the
years to come.
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